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he immediately drove to downtown San Francisco, thinking as did thousands of others, that there was no
where else in the world he could be at that moment in history. He ended up parking tar away
from city hall and took a back alley -buoying to get to the front of the building only to see police
rolling Milk out on a gurney his whole body covered with a black tarp except or his feet. in his
craziness this man remembers that all he could think about was Thad no idea that Harvey's feet
were so big.' Having shown this film in my sociology classes many times, I have often wondered
why the producers left that scene in, why the line about Harvey's big leer,'
It has recently occurred to me that whether the producers intended it or not, that little detail
has metaphorical significance. Harvey Milk needed big feet to carry his big vision and his
courageous body through the streets of San Francisco, to work in his busy camera store, to
traverse the state with Sally Cearheart debating conservatives about the Briggs initiative,' and
to stand with open arms to greet Dan White before White shot him. Thinking about his big
feet reminds me that the details of life often reveal much about time, place, politics, and change.
details that often take years to comprehend, The vignette from The Life and Times of Haney
Milk' also conjures up much about the specificity of border crossing—for Milk the costs and
consequences of his decision to cross district, regional, racial, sexual, and gender lines in his
years of political activism.
I too am concerned about the details, the specific: contexts and the exact scenes that reveal the
pain, the pleasure, and the reasons for border crossing. I am concerned with why people cross
borders, what bolsters our traverses and what we lose and gain in doing so. I began writing this
essay in 1992 having lust finished unpacking seemingly countless boxes in my new apmtenent in
New Jersey—stacking up the empty ones,. thinking that I may need them again, and glad there
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was enough room in the apartment for me to store them without having to break them down
first With this job done, I was left craving the means, the time, the insight and the courage to
understand the border crossings in my life, and I was struck by how humor insinuates itself into
life when least expected and most needed.
In the trip from Maine to New Jersey (from a one-year teaching position to a one-year post
doctorate appointment), I drove a twenty-four-foot LI-Haul, a beast of a truck that seemed just
inches short of being a semi. I drove while negotiating lane changes according to whether or
not anyone honked at roe since I couldn't see cars on my right because the mirror didn't work—
asymbol of a life in which I have often made changes without being able to see clearly whether
the move would be sate or not As I willed this truck down the Maine Turnpike, the Massachusetts
Turnpike, and then the New Jersey Turnpike, I kept looking over at my two big dogs perched
together on one small seat, avoiding the floor of the cab which was entirely Lou hot for them.
When I had planned this drive with the dogs, I was sure that the truck would have one long
front seat, thinking that bucket seats were reserved for souped-up Cameros, Alfa Romeos and
other "boy" cars. Who would have guessed there would be bucket seats in a moving truck? I
alternated between smiling at the dogs' ability to adapt and feeling sad that spreading out in
space and time has been impossible for them and me. And as I moved forward, I began counting, and then repeated almost like a mantra, the houses and states where I have lived in my
life. I realized that this was my fifteenth move as an adult, following eight moves as a child:
twenty-three houses in my thirty-three years. When I was a child these moves had been punctuated by divorces, remarriages, promotions, demotions, battery, upward and downward mobility. As an adult, the moves have been instigated by love found and lost, jobs begun and finished,
college and graduate school started and finally completed.
During this latest interstate border crossing I realized that all my life have actually been crossing borders—state, religious, educational, sexual, body, racial and cultural. One of the most difficult and life-affirming has been crossing racial borders. But I have been unable to understand
the complexities of this crossing, the intricacies of what Maria Lugones calls "world traveling,"
without scrutinizing other traverses as well.2 So my telling of this racial narrative and my linking it to something larger than myself are wrought with circuitous routes, convoluted signposts,
and tricky maneuvering over what have felt like both paved and unpaved roads.
In the last twenty five years, women of color have pioneered scholarship that chronicles the
complex nuances and historical underpinnings of racial identity development. Scholarship by
white people who have "intemigated whiteness" has established this scrutiny as a key component in antiracist activism. At the same time, this writing has underscored the need to tease out
how whiteness is taught and institutionalized.' In the words of bell hooks:
only a persistent, rigorous, and informed critique of whitenesscould really determinewhat forces of
dm'imi,i/,fear, and t otnpetition are responsible for creating fundamentalgapsbetweenprofessed political
commitmentsto eradicating racism and the participation in the construction of adiscourseonrace that
perpetuates racial domination."'
Such an interrogation counters discourse in which "race" becomes a code for people of color,
as if white people were not "raced" as well.
White women who have examined their own racial identities have highlighted how whiteness is shaped by history, culture, region, sexuality, family, and class.' These writers/activists
offer daring, new explorations of the reasons for and consequences of confronting racism. In
My Manta's Dead Squirrel, Mab Segrest, a Southern, white, Christian-raised woman and granddaughter of a Klansman describes the experiences that most changed her own race consciousness and sparked her antiracist activism. Segrest also writes about how, in the process of becoming
an antiracist activist, her lesbian identity became only one of a constellation of identities.° The
94
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collection of essays, Yours in Struggle, Three FeministPerspectivesonAnti-Sonitism and Racism also offers
courageous revelations about how Jewish identity andior lesbian identity can be turning points
in racial consciousness.7
When I first read these and other accounts, I remember scribbling copious notes in the margins of the books, realizing that I had been starving for roadmaps on how to re-orient myself
racially and yearning for stories by antiracist activists. Scholarship that teases out intracultural
relations among women of color encouraged me to interpret the ways in which differences in
social location and family dynamics may affect white identity. I wondered how the formation of
white consciousness within middle- or upper-class miclear families (such as those described by
Mob Segrest, Elly Bulkin and Lillian Smith) might differ from how whiteness is taught in working, mixed-class, or single parent families. Flow does childhood sexual or physical trauma shape
racial identity? Why is the bulk of the autobiographical work on racial identity by Southern
white women and Jewish women, and what does that suggest about race theory formation? How
does being raised in the West or North, for example, shape racial identity? And, bow might generational differences change the historical events that most profoundly shape white identity?
Seeking answers to these questitms feels like wandering around in the wilderness, finding few
familiar markers along the way As have written this essay, I have fought the voices that insist
my autobiographical approach is egotistical, that my words just add up to a "white girl's" apology, and that my attempt to hinge analysis on specific experiences will have little or no use for
people of different backgrounds from my own. My efforts to write in the first person have been
halting and tentative as I struggled against the stifling socialization of academic training. In the
moments when I have quieted these voices of doubt and fear I have reminded myself that this is
hard partly because I am unearthing exactly what I have been taught to forget. From early infancy, white people are taught to deny the centrality of race, This makes only more difficult the possibility of a just society. Through socialization children are taught to deny their perceptive
abilities to know when harm is done to themselves or others.' Intuitively, I know that what people learn as children about race often is repeated over and over again in slightly different versions unless these experiences and the emotions underlying them are scrutinized, put in a
historical context, and challenged by both private and public critique. This work does not by
itself undo racism, but it is a step.
As Thunderstorms Shook the Phoenix Sky
I was born in 1959 in a Mormon hospital in Logan, Utah to two teenage parents who were
wildly in love but hardly equipped to parent or to see themselves through to a healthy marriage. A brilliant, spontaneous, and complicated woman, my mother began rebelling against
Mormon expectations about women and sexuality early in life. According to her version of the
story, by the time she was an adolescent she had been baptized one hundred and sixty-live
times "to save the souls of the unsaved." At some point she refused any more dunkings. She
named me Becky after Becky Sharp, an independent, tough-minded character in William
Thackery's Vanity Fair, she was quick to reprimand the Mormon nurses when they suggested
that rny real name be Rebecca, from the Bible, since no child of hers would be required to cany
that religious legacy with her.
As a teenager, my mother slept with the Mormon bishop's son, smoked cigarettes, drank vodka,
and was sent to reform school, At sixteen she tried to kill herself. The church and psychiatric
authorities reacted harshly, angered by her rejection of the strong Mormon tradition built on
women martyring their way through life. While quick medical intervention saved her in the
moment, she says having me and my younger sister, Ginny, soon after may have saved her for
the long term. But then she was faced with the enormous task of raising two sometimes crying,
needy children when she was still growing up herself. When I was a toddler, my mother would
9.
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rock me in a big old rocking chair as thunderstorms shook the Phoenix sky, as she wished for a
time when she would have money for a baby-sitter. As I grew up, she shared with rue her love
for poetry and literature, reading me Langston Hughes ("life for me ain't been no crystal stair")
and Nikki Giovanni, teaching me that soulful literature can be a lifeline in hard times. She also
let my sister and me know in myriad ways that we irreparably tied her down. Overwhelmed and
saddled with too many responsibilities, she did not always know when others were injuring us,
nor were there other adults who intervened. I was exposed as a child to relatives' alcoholism,
physical and emotional violence, and incest, and I had neither the language nor the context
needed to name this abuse.
My first father is an alcoholic who spent his life between jail, halfway houses, studio apartments, and the street. He rarely held down a steady job and never had any money. He had a wry
sense of humor and the heart of a poet. He, like my mother, was raised a Mormon and saw marriage as a way to escape restrictive religious influences. He lived with my mother, my younger
sister and roe until I was three, when my mother packed us up in the back of her powder blue
Falcon in the middle ol the night and, without telling anyone, drove from Logan, Utah to
Phoenix, Arizona, leaving behind my father, whose drinking problem had escalated. In Phoenix,
she waitressed to pay the bills and put herself through college.
When I was five my mother married a man from an upper-class, Ivy League,. Episcopalian family who offered her welcome financial stability but was unable to match her intellectually or
emotionally. They soon had a son, my brother, Stuart Little, affectionately named after the rat
in E.13 White's book by the same title. As my second father began to climb the corporate ladder,
we moved to a bigger house in Phoenix, made a cross-country move to Boston when I was nine,
and then, as is common for young professional families, moved back across country to Los
Angeles three years later. When I was twelve, he and my mother divorced and we resumed living on her teacher's salary. With each marriage, geographical move, and divorce our social class
status shifted, as income, values, and the priorities attached to class changed.
Crossing regional borders were mostly positive experiences for me. I proudly considered
myself "worldly" and, although I had to constantly make new friends, being labeled smart in
school helped inhibit the other students from picking on me Crossing class borders, on the
other hand, was wrought with shame and confusion. As a young child I didn't know that life for
others was different from my own, I didn't realize how profoundly the divorces limited how
much money we had, in which area of town we lived, and which schools I attended. As a latch
• key kid, I lived in rented houses and got toted around in a beat-up old car—that my sister, mother, and I watched with awe as it caught fire in a mall parking lot, While this was just part of life
from my perspective, my mother worried late into the night about how to pay all her bills and
schedule her college classes around waitressing shifts.
I didn't start to feel hurt and excluded because of class divisions until I was an adolescent, when
I became exposed to people from upper-class backgrounds. When we moved to California, my
mother and second father bought a home in a wealthy, exclusively white suburb of Los Angeles.
After her divorce, my mother struggled financially to stay in that town so that her children could
continue to be in "good schools." (By that point I had attended six schools and lived in eight
houses.) Attending the high school in this town gave me access to many resources—"a good
library, singing classes, sports, safe neighborhoods, and the name of a highly-regarded high
school to cite on rny college applications—which mattered increasingly as I started to understand how much I wanted to go to college. At the same time, staying in that school also meant
I was surrounded by wealthy children who had their own cars and charge cards and, in the summers, headed for vacation homes and camps.
I made my way through high school waitressing at various twenty-four-hour restaurants, making french fries at McDonalds, cleaning people's houses, and babysitting for neighborhood children. On school mornings my sister and I routinely went through the ordeal of frantically
96
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searching for clean matching socks that didn't have holes in them. And I remember shame burn
ing inside me when a woman whose house I cleaned stood over me whining about her hie as slit
instructed me about how I should scrub her toilet. As most of my classmates autornaticalb
assumed they would go to college, I wondered how I was going to pay for it, not knowing hom
to ask for help to fill out college applications or financial aid forms. It wasn't until college that
learned that financial aid and scholarships even existed. The guidance counselors at my hig)
school didn't think students needed that information.
My mother considered going to college full-time a luxury, doubtless because she had complet•
ed her B.A. as a single mother in bits and pieces. When my step-grandparents died they left col
lege money for my brother, but nothing for me or my sister Having everything to do with malt
birthright, this decision as well as my family's silence about it revealed one of the many W3W
class is gendered. When I was in college, I started to seek out other students who were puttim
themselves through, but in high school I had neither the language nor the confidence to finc
camaraderie from other students who had also ridden financial roller coasters. While outward])
professed a disdain for what I called frivolous things, like cheerleading and prom queen con
tests, inside I yearned to be thought of as pretty and as one of the group. Secretly, I felt like du
odd one out with may hand-sewn dresses and my developing (but unnamed) dyke walk.
Memory Dwells in Forgotten Language
The racial narrative in my life weaves in and out of the details about class and region, beginning in a small stucco house by the railroad tracks in a poor neighborhood on the outskirts of
Phoenix where my mother, my sister, and I lived when I was very young. Gloria Anzaldna writes,
"Admit that Mexico is your double, that she exists in the shadow of this country, that we are irrevocably tied to her. Gringo, accept this doppelganger in your psyche. By taking back our collective shadow the intercultural split will heal.'"° Although I have only recently been able to understand
why, this shadow is part of my history. For years I have repeatedly dreamed I am in danger of'
losing something vital to my life having to do with Mexico, I have also had a recurring dream in
which I don't go to my Spanish class on time, show up late or not at all, or go to a test only to
realize I know none of the answers. In each version of this dream I am exposed as a fraud
I started piecing together the IneanIng of these dreams and Anzakkia's idea of the double when
I was twenty-five and had moved to Hyde Square—a Puerto Rican, Haitian, and Cuban neighborhood in Boston. Although it. felt inexplicably very familiar, as it I were coming home, I had
no idea why, until I eventually learned from my mother that Iliad spent the first few years of my
life in a Chicano neighborhood (which, until she told me I had 'forgotten completely"). We had
been the only white people she remembered living in that neighborhood. I must have grown up
hearing Spanish spoken, which explains why it has always left familiar and I have been determined to become bilingual as an adult, In this instance, my mother's silence was fueled by a complicated combination 'ofgender and class oppression. When I asked her why she never talked
about the Chicano neighborhood of my early years, I quickly understood that, for her, thinking
about that time meant remembering that the bathroom had no floor (it was dirt), In that house,
she had to deal with my father's drunkenness and the violence that ensued when be came to visit,
For my mother, "forgetting" the Chicano influence was part of trying to tot-get the poverty and
the helplessness she felt as a single mother of two children.
Kachina Dolls and Historical Amnesia
With my recognition of the early influence of Chicanos/as on my sense of home and community, I also began to sift through what it has meant for me as a white child to grow up in Arizona, in
Indian country. Partly because the separation between Hopi, Navajo, Zuni and white people is
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even more severe than between whites and Chicanos/as, the messages I received about Native people were both painful and confusing. I remember being taken to a children \ art class at the Heard
Museum in Phoenix, where a white teacher asked me to draw a Kachina doll, which is a Hopi figure that is considered an intermediary between the creator and human life, Kachinas arc spirit
essences of all things in the natural world, including plants, animals, cosmic forces, and ancestors.
I started to draw a tiny stick figure when the teacher came over and drew a Kachina doll as big as
the entire page. I was amazed by her ability to draw a figure that took up the whole paper. I painted the figure with bright colors----orange, green, brown and yellow. When my mother came to
pick me up, she was so proud of the painting that I just let her believe I did it, even though I knew
it wasn't really my drawing and that I could never do something that right or that big.
Although Hopi, Navajo, Zuni, and Apache influences are pervasive in Arizona, this experience
was the closest I ever came to learning about Native American cultures. Yet, indirectly I learned
about absence and appropriation. I learned that Hopi traditions and culture came from a rouse.
urn and an Anglo art teacher. And, now, as a teacher and writer, I am searching to understand
how these and other exclusions are institutionalized so that the attendant ethical issues may not
even occur to the museum staff, patrons, and subscribers. What does it mean to exhibit Indian
art in white-controlled museums while white people act as "experts" on Indian art? In this process
of appropriation, Native art is typically segregated to "ancient art" sections of museums, reinforcing the lie that Native Americans are "vanished" people who are no longer producing art and
hence, "culture."' ' However, cultural vitality is a matter of perspective. As the Navajo artist Joe
Ben explains, "if there are any people who are vanishing it is white people, driving themselves
out of existence with their destruction of the planet, irreverence for ritual, and unwillingness to
see the interconnections between the land, culture and survival."' In fact, much contemporary
Native American art addresses current political, social, ecological, and cultural issues in compelling ways and belongs in modern museums, alongside works by Georgia O'Keeffe. Sylvia
Edwards, and other contemporary artists.
It wasn't until I was in graduate school and had begun to learn about Native American land rights
that I understood the costs of my ignorance toward Native American cultures. I was watching the
film Broken Rainbow, about the current U.S. government's forced "relocation" of 10,000 Navajo
from the Big Mountain region in Arizona (a policy which renders them refugees)." For the first
Hint, I saw what has been and continues to be done "in my name." On a personal level, this historical amnesia has profound public and political roots. The Mormons have a long history of stealing and swindling land from Native people, from the early founders of Mormonism in Utah to
recently, when lohn Hayden, a Mormon lawyer, duplicitously represented both the Navajo people and Peabody Coal Company in a court case in which the Navajo lost almost all their mineral
rights. In the I 800s, Mormon men acquired huge tracts of land that they divided up among their
multiple wives who were then expected to bear many children to farm the land, support the
Temples, and prosper financially. For example, my great-great-grandfather had eight wives in
Utah, His wealth and power were built on immoral land acquisition and polygamy. A s a child,
I was never taught a word about how the Mormons prospered at the expense of Native Americans,
Just as Mexican—Anglo connections are often rendered invisible in the construction of white
identity, so are connections between Native Americans and white people. I sit here with the
cheekbones of my sister, father, and grandmother, which are strikingly similar to the facial bone
structure of many Southwestern Native people. Ti, deny that miscegenation or rape of Native
American women by Mormon men occurred is a lie and a symptom of historical amnesia. This
amnesia also makes validating those ties nearly impossible. Although Mormons are well known
for keeping extensive genealogical records, they have completely hidden information about
interracial marriage or interracial sexual relations.' I can only imagine how different genealogical charts would be if they not only included marriages but also documented extra-marital sexual ties and abuse as well.'"
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On the Margins of a Movement
With the distorted messages I received as a child about Chicanos/as and Native Americans.
was also exposed to complicated messages about Black/white relations. During the years we liver
in Phoenix, My mother taught English literature at a predominantly Black urban high school
Like many young people in the 19605, she had rebelled against her parents and religious tradi
tions and supported the Civil Rights Movement wholeheartedly, Since she was living in Anion'
in the 1960s, she did not feel directly a part of the Civil Rights Movement whose center was
the South.r7 However, from as far back as I can remember, my mother's teaching, political affil
iations, and intellectual interests reflected her opposition to racism and her commitment to inte
grated education. She often sparred with other teachers and administrators who used traditiona
text books rather than primary sources (based on the notion that the African American student
were not bright enough to read and interpret literature on their own). She opposed the educa
tional tracking system with its racist underpinnings, and raised her children to know Africa!
American poetry, literature, and history. She grieved about the murder of Martin Luther King Jr
and voted for Shirley Chisholm for Vice President.
I also remember a huge verbal battle between my mother and her father after she learned tha
he was going to vote for George \Wallace for president. She stormed out of my grandparents
house, with me running to catch up, as she screamed that she didn't want to have anything to di
with that "racist man." This was not unusual behavior. My mother would "go off" in private ant
public when offended by people's political positions. The genteel manners and the habitua
politeness that many Southern women link to the maintenance of racism were social arnenitie,
my mother never taught me. It was not uncommon for her to kick her dinner guests out of tht
house before the meal was even over, furious with their conservative political stances on corren
or historical events.
During her second marriage, however, my mother's opposition to racism was clouded by a corn
plicity that left me feeling ashamed and confused. When my mother remarried, she adopted tht
middle-class life of her second husband, which included hiring an African American woman tc
come in to clean the house. I can't even remember her name, which also indicates a form of his
torical amnesia. Although the "nameless' woman lived at least an hour's bus ode from our house
it was a relatively short drive and my step-father would drive her home when he felt like it
remember wishing that he would be in a good mood when he came home from work so that hi
would drive hen I felt ashamed when she had to take the bus, although I don't remember ever
having said anything.
I also remember a time when my mother realized that this woman had cleaned the oven with
some household product that wasn't for ovens. My mother's tone of voice was both pitying and
condescending as she explained that this had happened because the woman could not read. I
remember thinking, "Well, why-didn't 'you explain it with words?" I was six or seven at the time
and young enough to know the frustration of not being able to figure out meaning from print.
But most of all I remember feeling shame, shame for being there, shame about my mother's attitude; and shame that this woman had to clean our house. Later, I came to understand what was
modeled for me in this instance, white people may be opposed to racism on a structural level,
while simultaneously upholding it in private contexts, This contradiction was certainly not open
for discussion.
My mother held two key convictions about race white people had treated African American
people so violently that there was no reason for an African American person ever to trust a white
person, and because of the abuse Black people had survived historically, they were morally superior to white people. To her credit, my mother did not deny that racism existed, nor did she think
that African American people were somehow responsible for racism. Even so, in the final analysis, her romanticizing of African American people was still problematic.
9
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I extrapolated from her message that African American people will never oust white people,
that I could never be worthy enough to have friendships across race, and that I was inevitably
doomed to being a racist. As a white person, guilt was the unavoidable result of injuries white
people inflict I also believed that experiencing racism inexorably led African American people
to moral superiority—that some kind of intrinsic virtue and moral agency results from facing
discrimination. Within this framework, white people could never become moral agents because
we had not been oppressed by racism. I grew up believing that I should grant authority to whatoxr people of color said. The logic I learned was, "It was the least you could do, after all that
white people had already put them through." Within this construct, white people were inherently had and African American people were inherently good, white people responded to
inequality, with guilt rather than by dismantling racism. In addition, partly because I had little
first-hand exposure to the Civil Rights Movement specifically or grassroots activism in general, I believed that the responsibility for racism was to be individually shouldered rather than
collectively burdened.
Body Crossing and Stolen Stories

549

Being a survivor of childhood trauma—and the body border-crossing that resulted—has also
profoundly shaped my outlook on everything, including what I learned as a child about power and
race. Recently, I came across a report I wrote in the second grade about slavery in the United
States in which I included a picture of one level of a slave ship in which hundreds and hundreds
of black people were strapped down in long lines, in rows that were so tight it seemed impossible
for them to breathe. From the moment I found that picture as a child, it was imprinted on my
mind, Mali Segrest, a white antiracist activist, tells of a similar experience when she was thirteen
years old. She remembers hiding under bushes across from her high school to watch 200 Alabama
Highway Patrol troopers surround twelve Black children who were the first to "integrate" the
school. She recalls, "I have a tremendous flash of empathy, of identification, with their vulnerability and their aloneness inside that circle of force. Their separation is mine. And I know from
now on that everything people have told me is 'right' has to be reexamined. I am on my own.'"
I now know that the picture of the slave ship had such a powerful impact on my life partly
because of the intense identification I felt with those chained people. When I was being abused
when very young, I felt as if I was pinned down for what seemed like interminable periods of
lime During this abuse, my limbs would turn to styrotoam. Starting with my toes and extending upward, the pores of the styroloarn would fill up with concrete until my arms and legs were
completely immobilized. In that experience, my body was thoroughly "colonized," engulfed so
completely that the only way I could cope was to leave my body, leaving the territory that had
become unsafe for human life.''
By the time I was four years old I had also watched my father screaming that he wanted to die
'after he had become violently sick from getting drunk after having consumed Antabuse.'' As the
paramedics tried to save his life, he screamed incessantly that he just wanted to die, as he pulled
1,31.S out of his arms again and again. I watched with big, horrified eyes as paramedics tried to
push me aside, trying to spare me from seeing what was already indelibly carved on my consciousness. At that moment, I remember slipping out of my body, having taken flight from the
intense pain that filled the space, Like Pecola in Toni Morrison's The BluestEye, I left my body but
my eyes were tragically left behind, a witness to the brutal scene I was a part of.2'
Photographs taken of me from age lour and older show a child with eyes off center, cast off,
looking up and away, still seeing everything, but from a perspective not wholly of this world any
more By three years old I had also witnessed violence between my parents, followed by police
coming to drag my father away. This is when I first learned that police presence often heightens
rather than quells violence. If the police arrived after the fighting between my father and moth100
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er had calmed down, the struggle between the police and my father as they arrested him meant
yet another round of physical violence.
The violence I witnessed and experienced left me feeling like an outsider at home, with other
people, and even in my own body. By the time I turned five, I had already begun spending what
felt like huge chunks of time alone. At noon each day I would walk home from kindeigarten, let
myself in, and stay in the house until 300 or 4:00, when my mother would come home with my
little sister. At that point, nay mother only had enough money for child care for one child, I was
enormously proud that I could unlock the door and take care of myself until they came home. The
responsibility I carried so young has given me a sense of independence that I carry with me constantly. But, looking back I know I was entirely too young to be alone for those long hours. By the
time I came across that picture of Black people in chains, I saw my isolation as inevitable, and, as
I imagined about the slaves on the ship, I knew that the "authorities" offered no protection.
What does it mean, however, for a white child to identify so completely with a Black slave? As
a child I didn't know that seeing myself as a chained slave was a form of appropriation, that in
my identification I did not recognize that white people, people of my own race, were the ones
who put them in chains. I knew that white people were the ones who enslaved Black people, but
no part of me saw myself as part of that white power. It makes sense that I didn't, at age four or
five, have the language or skills to know the possible deleterious consequences of conflating stories. But, the fact that my memories of abuse arid my identification with the black slaves were so
tightly fused was a barrier to understanding my role in racism as I grew older.
It took toe a long time to understand that my appropriation was part of a long history of white
women's inability to understand our own complicity in the history of slavery and domination of
Black people in this country. In the 9 t h century, white women used images of slavery and
bondage to highlight the damages caused by patriarchy, while simultaneously creating a politics
that avoided reckoning with their own complicity in slavery and lynching. In the current wave
of the Women's Movement, white feminists have benefited from policies and scholarship about
the family, wage labor, violence, reproduction, and religion (to name a few topics) that appear
to speak to the needs of all women but which, actually, have been white-centered and have relegated women of color to the margins. I held onto the image of the slave ship for many years
until I began to see the contradictions and complicity that desperately needed to be untangled.
The lessons I learned while growing up about race reveal many troubling and contradictory
characteristics of white identity. The overarching message I learned was that white people are in
charge and have been consistently abusive. The specific dynamics associated with this domination were multiple, white people deny or ignore people of color, appropriate their language, culture and work, act in contradictory ways and are not held accountable, do not deserve to be
trusted, are not worthy of interracial friendships, are condescending and pitying toward people
of different races, are morally inferior to Black people; and are vulnerable and lonely it they rebel
against racism. I also learned that whiteness is not itself a positive assertion of race. Rather,
whiteness exists only to the extent that it is not Black, Chicano or Native American.
This particular constellation of messages I learned may be more reflective of liberal than conservative ideology about race. For example, I was not raised to believe the conservative racial ideology which supports biological determinism, justifies continued violence against people of
color, or espouses the "blame the victim" ideologyn In addition, although there arc some major
differences between conservative and liberal ideology about race (and I would argue that conservative ideology is, in the end, more damaging) below the surface of the liberal racial socialization I was raised with was unacknowledged doubt about my own self-worth. When my
identity was predicated upon another's supposed inferiority, my sense of self depended upon constant justification and proof. My fear of admitting to the reality of white skin privilege turned
out to be a mask which hid how access to unearned privileges and self loathing can co-exist. It
is this self-doubt that fueled the projection and anger which I then used to deny my own racism,
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As an adult, I have sought to examine the truth in these descriptions of white identity, seeking
community, scholarship, and activism which scrutinizes and undermines whiteness as it is constructed This has been both a profoundly personal and public process: personal because understanding racism requires me to look at the specifics of my own background and attitudes, and
public in that during the fifteen years since I was first introduced to feminism, race has shaped
almost every conflict, conference, and activist event I can think of.
My initial way of proceeding might have been described as two-headed and stubborn. During
my first years in college, would characterize myself as "kicking and screaming" my way through
learning about race while I exhibited various intensities of denial, guilt, shame, and defensiveness. For instance, in a 1977 college course titled, "The Black Experience," I routinely chirped in
with naive abandon that, "I am not racist because my mother taught in integrated schools," and
"I don't understand why we can't all get along. Slavery is in the past." While outwardly resisting
an examinination of my own racism, internally I felt that, as a white person, I didn't deserve to
be in that class and that I was morally inferior to the Black students. Looking back on my behavior, chances are several students—as well as the teacher—might have liked to show me the door
during the first week of class
stormed out of the first antiracism workshop !attended in 1979 at the University of California
at Santa Cruz, furious that white women had the audacity to state that white people are racist.
Had that indictment come from the Black women leaders of the workshop I might have stayed,
thinking that they would know. In my head, no white woman had the right to claim authority
about racism, as I lumped people of color and racism into one category and left white people out
of the equation entirely. I attended a meeting in 1980 in which students from the University's
Third World activist organization voiced their anger at white feminists who had organized a
public confrontation with a Black man (whom a white woman had accused of rape) without first
consulting with the Third World organizations. By the time this happened I knew enough to not
protest their anger although I did not yet have the historical background I needed to know why
that confrontation was so problematic " While embarrassed by my methods of resistance and
apologetic to those who had to witness them, the passion of my responses also signalled my
investment in changing.24
Through my continued exposure to community activism and scholarship with people of color
in the early 1980s, I eventually made a transition from what I am labeling my "kicking and screaming, a m not a racist' stage" to a period when I kit I needed to do everything I could to overcome
racism—mine and everyone else's. During this period—my "I don't want to be white' stage"—I
had great difficulty accepting myself as a white woman as I shifted from denying the realities of
racism to wanting to dissociate from white people entirely. At this point, close connections with
other white people felt threatening. I felt as if I'd had more than enough of white culture and that
I needed to spend all my energy catching up—learning from and being with people of color.
During this period, I recall feeling extremely self-conscious about showing my childhood photograph album to an African American friend because she would see that almost all of the peoplc included in it were white. I felt unworthy of being friends with people of color, afraid that at
any moment I would reveal my racist self and alienate them forever. Yet I thought that if I could
not break through this fear, my intentions to stand up against racism would be fraudulent. I felt
extremely self-conscious about being in all-white crowds and proud if I was one of the only white
people at an event primarily attended by people of color. I believed I needed to take my direction from them and distrust most everything white people said. I felt jealous of African American
women whom I thought could search for "their mothers' gardens" as Alice Walker has described
it, without having to face the possibility of finding slave holders in their genealogies.25 I remember riding on a bus in Boston when I was re-reading Barbara Smith's Home Girls,A Black Fonatist
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Anthology for a course and holding the book conspicuously on my lap in hopes that the Black
woman sitting next to me would see it. I wanted her to know that I knew of the book—so I could
be counted as a "cool white woman."
Looking back on these scenes, I see the distortions in my thinking glaring back at me and it still
feels risky to admit them. At the time, I shared none of these feelings with anyone On some level
I knew I was in process and I feared embarrassing myself. By this point, I had had enough exposure to multiracial feminist politics, antiracism trainings, and scholarship by women of color cc
know that much of what I was thinking was racist. Yet, I didn't see a way out of my arnbivalencr
about being white. When I tried to showcaseHome Girls on the bus ride I did not yet understane
that the particular Black woman sitting next to me might have felt absolutely no kinship with
Black feminists, and might have been homophobic as well. Believing that Black women cook
search for their "mothers gardens" without uncovering "oppressors," I was not yet accounting for
how internalized oppression, colorism and classism—not to mention sexism and homophobia—
have played themselves out historically in African American families and communities. These real.
ities, in and of themselves, complicate notions of African Americans as "innocent victims." Wher
congratulated myself as one of the only white people in a social or political context, I was stil
seeing antiracism as some sort of competition—with only a few spaces at the table for antiracis
white people. In my attempts to break away from living a segregated life. I was still ineasurim
maycredentials as an antiracist white woman through my association with people of color.
In the mid-1980s, I continued to participate in protests and civil disobedience against apartheic
and U.S. militarism, and organize against racism on college campuses, and my writing and teach
ing became more centered in African American, Ethnic, and Wornen's Studies_ During this peri•
od, what I found most challenging was understanding how to proceed as a white woman giver
the complexities of identity politics. I might now characterize this stage as 'grappling for z
steady position" intellectually and politically at a time when I—and I think many other whits
feminists—were fumbling to find ways to proceed.
By the late 1970s and early 1980s, identity politics emerged to shape feminist political orga
nizing in significant ways. In 1979 the now-classic position paper written by the Boston-base(
feminist group, the Combahee River Collective was first published. The Collective conclude(
that "the most profound and potentially most radical politics come directly out of our own iden
dry, as opposed to working to end somebody else's oppression.'.6 Their stance came from under
standing that no previous political movement had ever placed the liberation of Black women a
the center of focus. They resolved that Black women must organize by and for themselves.
Many Latinas, Asian Americans, lesbians, working-class women, Jewish women, people Aviddisabilities, and older women also considered identity politics central to their political agenda,
in the i 980s. The promise of this politics was the assertion that those who had been held dolei
historically needed to be in charge of creating strategies for change. This position stood agains
the history of white people or Black men who have spoken for Black women or ignored then
altogether. It countered the history of confining race in the United States to a "black-white
thing that rendered Latinas/os, Native Americans and Asian Americans invisible. This stance alas
made clear why establishing organizations by and for women of color (such as Casa Myrnr
Vasquez, a battered women's shelter in Boston, The National Black Women's I lealth Project it
Atlanta, and Kitchen Table Women of Color Press) became a high priority for feminists of colonationally. Accordingly, race, class, and heterosexual bias in feminist demonstrations and con
ferences could be avoided if the perspectives of women of color, lesbians, and working-clasr
women of all races were integral to the planning.
One consequence of this foundational politics—and perhaps an inevitable one—was ar
increased jockeying for authority, based on one's belonging to a subordinated group, In this distorted arithmetic, a white straight woman was "outflanked" by a woman of color, or a white lesbian had more "credentials" than a white straight woman. With this scenario, identity politic
1
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had been twisted into an essentialism which assumed that those from subordinated communities
had "biological" or "natural' access to knowledge or ideas that people from dominant groups
could never have. This essentialism fed what Elly Bulkin calls "oppression privilege: which
assumes that certain criticisms can only be made by those who share a given identity, Within this
construct, it is unacceptable, for instance, for a non-Jewish woman to criticize a Jewish woman
or for a white woman to take issue with a woman of color'
For some white women, an important step away from the traps of ranking oppressions occurred
when we found ways to understand our own racial identities and unearned privileges.' Antiracism groups for white women became one such step as they helped women wrestle with the
shame and guilt we felt as white people—feelings that I think fed white wornen's silence and distorted interactions with women of color. In the antiracism group I was part of, I began to see how
constantly beating ourselves up for racism was based on the notion that one person's actions are
sufficient to change social relations. As the small group of us met together we also started to realize that it was no coincidence that most of us came from alcoholic homes and/or were survivors
of sexual abuse. Both identities had fed our willingness to castigate ourselves about "our racism."
Childhood experiences had taught us early in life what it felt like to be an outsider. Our task,
then, was to learn how to use that knowledge without trying to appropriate the outsider status
that women of color experience to explain our own. This group helped me take a more measured
step in working on racism, teaching me that social change is much larger than singular efforts. It
was during this two-year period in the late 1980s that I stopped feeling bad or wrong because I
am white and I started seeing ways to channel my energies without trying to leave a piece of my
identity behind.
A subsequent stage in my racial identity evolved as I began to understand the distinctions
between identity politics and an informed consciousness—a stance based on one's political affiliations and relation to subordinated communities regardless of biology.' Some of this came
about as !became more comfortable confronting racism, regardless of whether or not it was confirmed by a person of color. Leading antiracist trainings in biracial or multiracial teams gave me
hands-on experience in seeing how each of us could use our own racial positions and experience
in complementary ways. During these trainings we attempted to uncover daily forms of racism—
both individual and institutional. This challenge catalyzed discussion about racism and internalized oppression as well as African American, White, Latino, and Asian American identity
development. Often it was most effective to break up into separate racial groups. Typically, the
people of color and white people were in entirely different places in terms of recognizing the
centrality of racism in American culture. The separate groups saved people of color from having
to listen to white people's rationalizations and denials, while giving white people space to speak
with an honesty and candor rarely possible in racially-mixed groups. These separate groups also
made it possible for a Black leader, for example, to discuss internalized racism among the Black
people, a discussion that could not have taken place in racially mixed groups.
During the late 1980s, I also became more confident about ray abilities to teach multiracial
scholarship, largely because of the intellectual and emotional support I received from people of
color—friends, lovers, and scholars. In this stage, those whom I could consider authorities and
role models for understanding race and racism also broadened to include white people. My earlier competitive approach had been replaced by understanding that I didn't have to recreate the
wheel in my own life, I began to actively seek writing by white women who have historically
stood up against racism—Elly Bulkin„ Lillian Smith, Sara Evans, Angelina Grimke, Ruth
Frankenberg, Helen Joseph, Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz, Tillie Olsen, Minnie Bruce Pratt, Ruth
Seid, Mab Segrest, and others, I also realized I needed antiracist white people in my daily life
with whom I could share stories, talk about complex "racialized" interactions (in the classroom,
for example), and brainstorm about strategies, Most importantly, I needed white friends whom I
could trust to give me honest feedback. In this, what might he called the "conscience doesn't
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have a color" stage of my racial identity, I no longer saw "whiteness" as inherently had or good
any more than "blackness" is inherently so,
Over time, I began to realize that while the unearned white privileges afforded to me remair
my political and familial connections were changing. The process of becoming antiracist ha
coincided wnh creating a life that had become multiracial and multicultural. The neighborhooc
I lived in, people I considered friends and trusted allies at work, my research interests, and, tho
whom I considered "family' were becoming increasingly multiracial. I had gone beyond "cros
ing the color line" politically, emotionally, and sexually to trying to create a livable space in d
border between two worlds. This borderland had become much more than a political locatio
since whom I called family and what my culture looked and felt like was changing as well. IN,
loyalties, my emotional, political, and intellectual sustenance, and my daily life had corne to cc
ter around people of color and other white people who, probably not coincidentally, were al
living in various racial borderlands.
"Structures that Can Support Us /
Without Fear / of Trembling"
There is much to be gained when white women whose racial identities have undergone ma
change find ways to recognize and support each other. In part, this will require us to name o
selves in positive terms. The demeaning terms imposed upon us---"wanna-be's" or 'whiggt
(white niggers), and accusations that we are "slumming' or "committing racial suicide"—are
ously inappropriate descriptions. And yet, the term "antiracist" doesn't fully capture this ident
or location either I ,ike the term "race-traitor," the term "antiracist" says who we are only by W
we are against. In addition, many of us have come to our racial politics through an antioppi
sion stance which assumes that racial justice must occur alongside dismantling sexism, pose
anti-Semitism, homophobia, and other oppressions.
We also need positive terms for white people who see multiple points of view and whose cc
munity ties are multiracial and multicultural, We need to talk about what living in this borc
land feels like, how we get there, what sustains us, and how we benefit from it. For me, this pl
of existence is tremendously exciting, invigorating, and life-affirming. It can also be compli.
ed and lonely. It is certainly a place that nurtures my creativity and imagination, since there
few rules and a lot of room for improvisation. It is a place of 'psychic restlessness," in the wc
of Gloria Anzaldda, although for white people, this restlessness is largely voluntary and "chos
which is quite different from the "restlessness" ol border living for women of color
One benefit of the process of collective naming is its potential for supporting effective pc
cal organizing. Perhaps the most dramatic recent example of the possibilities of such organi
was apparent during the Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas hearings. Within days of that hearing 1
Black women had signed a statement that ran in Tine Nor York Times. Collectively named 'Air
American Women in Defense of Ourselves,' these women protested the treatment ol Anita
and the pervasive disregard for Black women's lives in the United States. There was no cube
nationally organized antiracist statement by white men or women, although there were rep
al responses. I cringed as prominent white women who supported Anita Hill emphasized
commonality of sexual harassment among women without simultaneously identifying and
lenging the racism in this context. This was a haunting and painful indicator of my own
other white women's failure to create political consciousness and a national movement of v
feminists who are confronting racial domination.
An increased visibility of antiracist white people could also reduce racial conflicts within
tiracial alliances by procdding contexts where white people could walk each other toward 1
tive racial identities This visibility could also counter the loneliness and confusion that
white people experience as they take steps to confront white domination. The displacement
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white people may experience in the process (from their families and friends) is not the same as
losing white privilege, just as the loneliness and confusion resulting from a chosen existence in
a borderland should not be confused with the loneliness of forced exile. White people are trained
not to see power inequities, while still benefitting from them. I t is sometimes easier for white
women to read ourselves into the victim/innocent scenario than the oppressor/guilty one even
though white women occupy both simultaneously. I n this instance, guilt becomes a safer
response than taking responsibility for racial inequality. White women may be uniquely positioned to help each other see this and move beyond it.
For white people, making positive changes in racial identity often hinges upon identifying how
being an "outsider' in life—a woman, a Jew, a lesbian, disabled—and an 'insider—a white person,
aman, a Christian—both shape people's lives, Jewish-feminists have often led the way in describing this dual vision and how the "outsider's eye" can be a motivation for confronting racism," Other
experiences of being an "outsider" may also encourage people to question racial domination. There
is much about white lesbian culture that is used to solidify whiteness." However, one of the many
strengths of certain lesbian communities is the room that has been made for interracial political
alliances, friendships, and long-term lover partnerships. Multiracial alliances in some lesbian communities may have enabled more acceptance for lesbians who cross color lines and are antiracist
activists than exists among heterosexuals. The power and comfort of this identification and the outsider vision it affords may be one reason why so many antiracist white feminists are also lesbians.
My own experience suggests that dealing with childhood trauma may be a necessary part of
racial re-orientation for many white women. Surviving abuse is no guarentee of political consciousness. All that abuse promises is scars. The rest is left up to fate, resources, and the healing
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that may come from collectively naming and organizing to stop abuse. However, a radicalizing
force in my life did come from understanding the origins of my own "outsider's lens" and beginning to see how that lens enabled toe to question other injustices.34 Because sexual abuse is so
common—one third of girls across race and class are sexually abused, often very early in life—

The title of this essay is adapted from Maria Lugones. 1991. "Playfulness, 'World-Travelling, tine
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Bulkin, Lynn Davidrnan, Patti DeRosa, Estelle Ditch. Peter Erickson, Beth Fillmore, Ruth Frankenberg
Sheila Adams Hart, Mary Gilfus, Angela Giudice, Ginny Onysko, Gayle Pemberton, Betty Thompson
Sangeeta Tyagi, David Wellman, and the members of the Boston area women's antiracism grout
(1987-1988) for the many ways they helped me with this essay.
1 T h i s 1978 California initiative sought to remove supporters of lesbian and gay rights from tb.
educational system.
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Making Soul,
3 E l l y & A i n . 1980. "Racism and Writing, Some Implications for White Lesbian Critics." Sinn!,
Wisdom, 1 3 Spring, Ruth Frankenberg, White Women, Race Matters (Minneapolis- University t
Minnesota Press, 1993), Elly Bulkin, "Hard Ground. Jewish Identity. Racism and Anti-Sernitism,' I
Yours in Struggle, Elly Bulkin, Minnie Bruce Pratt and Barbara Smith (Brooklyn, N Y Long Haul Pres
1984); Sara Evans, Personal Politics, The Roots of Women's Liberation in the Civil Rights Movement and the New Li
(New York, Random House, 1979), Joan Nestle. A Restricted Country (Ithaca, NY! Firebrand 1987
Marilyn Frye, "On Being White: Toward a Feminist Understanding of Race and Race Supremacy.' i
The Politics of Reality- Essays on Feminist Theory Jrurnansburg, New York, Crossing Press. i 9831, Minn
Bruce Pratt, "Identity, Skin Blood Heart" in Yours in Struggle, Adrienne Rich, "Disloyal to Civilizatio
Feminism, Racism, Gynephobia" in On Lies, Secrets and Silences (New York. Norton, 1979), Adrient
Rich, "Resisting Amnesia, History and Personal Life," in Blood, Bread, and Poetry (New York. Norto
1986), Mal) Segrest, M y Matna's Dead Squirrel; Lesbian Essays on Southern Culture (Ithaca, blew Yor

it may be the first experience of being an "outsider" that many white women face.
Understanding how early trauma can inform one's vision can also help white women avoid the
"liberation by analogy" approach to fighting oppression (lighting someone else's fight because you
can't acknowledge and fight your own). This feeds a "saving them" approach to organizing rather
than a "saving all of us" perspective. Early traumas also often lead people to question what home
means and provides. Questioning the notion of "home" as a unitary, safe haven is often at the root
of subsequent scrutiny about power and inequality." It is this questioning that may also fuel a desire
to live at the borders and the willingness to live with the "psychic restlessness" this engenders.

Firebrand, 1985), Lillian Smith, Kaki, of the Dream (New York, W.W. Norton, 19781.

Finally, I would hope that collective identification among antiracist white people might facilitate more multicultural living. M y hunch is that the lack of collective identification and positive

7 E l l y Bulkin, Minnie Bruce Pratt and Barbara Smith, Yours in Struggle.

naming is a key barrier for many white people who, with support and models, might oppose
racism and cross color lines. As white people carve out positive racial identities we need to grap-

TheAlchemy of Rate and Rights, Diary of a Law Professor (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 199
Williams tells of a young boy who sees a big dog and is afraid only to be told by his parents that

ple with the organizing strategies, codes of conduct, and political priorities required to live in
borderlands. Several years ago someone who was both older and wiser than I told me that com-

need not worry since 'there is really no difference between big and little dogs."(p t ! . Williams t.8

ing out as a lesbian does not involve a singular door but rather a multilevel maze. The steps
required t o negotiate through this maze fluctuate with political, economic, and geographic
changes. These changes govern what seems possible, probable, and simply out of the question.
To me, crossing racial borders demands a similar negotiation.
At the end ol this century, I am left wondering what traverses it will take to stop us from backtracking. What structures do we need to build to make border crossing possible, even probable,
and certainly not out of the question? Cherrie Moraga explains, "I am not talking about sky
scrapers, merely structures that can support us without fear of trembhng."6

4 b e l l hooks, Yearning (Boston, South End Press, 1990), p. 54. This passage was quoted in Kathr)
B. Ward, "Lifting as We Climb': How Scholarship By and About Women of Color Has Shaped N
life as a White Feminist," Working Paper 13, Memphis State University, Center for Research t
Women, 1992.
5 S e e footnote 3,
6 M a b Segrest, My Marnds Dead Squirrel,
8 F o r a legal analysis of how children's understanding of inequality is muted see Patricia Willian

this scene to explain how the subject positions of children (and other subordinated groups) are &nit
Until "educated" to the contrary the child acknowledged and understood differences in size and pi
sible consequences of this difference. Williams writes that this represents "a paradigm of thought
which children are taught not to see what they see, by which blacks are reassured that there is no n
inequality in the world, just their own had dreams, and by which women are taught not to experier
what they experience, in deference to men's ways of knowing"(p. 13i.
9 M y notion that living in several states in the United States was a sign of being "worldly" is a telli
indication of how early ethnocentrism is internalized.
10 Gloria Anzalehla, "La Consciencia De I.a Mestiza. Toward a New Consciousness," in Making F.
Making Soul, p. 394.
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p. 377. Anzalchia refers to this psychic restlessness among women of color who occupy at least tw

IS By raising the possibility of interracial blood in my family, I are certainly not professing any claim
to a Native American identity This clarification is important to counter the imperialist appropriation
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"past lives," "prophetic dreams," possible blood ties, or professed spiritual affinities. For an important

33 W h i l e claiming an outsider status can be a step in the process of re-evaluating one's relationshi

analysis o f these actions among some white gay men and lesbians see, Earl Jackson, ' T h e

to power racially, it can also do exactly the opposite. It is dangerous to) romanticize outsider status
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an inevitably radicalizing principle. A painful example of the "retro" use of lesbian identity is evider
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21 To n i Morrison, The Bluest Eye (New York: Simon and Schuster, 19701

35 For a profound examination of the meaning of home in relation to race consciousness see. Minn

22 William Ryan, Blaming Tim Victim (New York. Vintage, 1971).

Bruce Pratt, "Identity: Skin Blood Heart," in Yours in Struggle

23 F o r historical analysis see Angela Davis. "Race, Racism and the Myth of the Black Rapist,' in
WOMCF1.Race and Class (New York: Random, 1981), Manning Marable, Flow Capitalism Underdeveloped Black

36 Cherrie Moraga, 'The Welder," Tins Bridge Called My Back, p. 219.

America (Boston, South End Press, 1983).
24 M y own resistance has been a helpful reminder for me as a teacher. Some of the white students
who have been most feisty and resistant to learning about racism have also been the ones who, in the
final analysis, have really changed themselves in some significant ways. I have also noticed that heterosexual students who are most resistant to learning about heterosexism and lesbian/gay identity are
often gay or lesbian themselves (hut have not come out) and/or are those who, in time, will take the
issues most seriously.
25 Alice Walker in Search of Our Mothers' Gardens (New Thrk, Harcourt Brace jovanovich, 1983).
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are discouraged by the dominant society, Both contain half-truths and half-memories. Unearthir

